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Welcome to Get Lifted!

W

elcome to the Get Lifted
app! I'm so excited you're here --we're
going to have a wonderful time working
out together.
My name is Theresa Stevens and I'm looking forward to being your fitness coach & eating
for energy cheerleader. I do think that it takes having a PLAN, getting into a FLOW with
workouts that you enjoy, and having a supportive community to really make & stick to a
consistent change or new way of being in your life.
The fabulous thing is that moving & using your BOOTY--not only makes the workouts feel
good to do--it also allows you to get relatively quick, lifted PERKY results as you stick with it,
to get time-tested results of sculpting lovely full-body muscle and burning fat.
This Quick Start Guide will share some key strength training tips to get started...and please
email me if you have any questions...
And congratulations on giving this gift to yourself!
Warmly,
Theresa Stevens, your Get Lifted coach
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HOW TO GET HOT RESULTS WITH
A LOW VOLUME OF SETS:
Why 2 sets is the best sets:
The goal of the Get Lifted workout program is to get into a consistent FLOW with doing
the workouts. Consistency is what is going to get you hot results. And in order to be
consistent--the best way to do that is to use a low number of working SETS (or times
you repeat an exercise, until your muscle gets tired). Low sets = high consistency = hot
results.
To build muscle & burn fat: First, you need to train hard enough--when I say "hard"
though, I don't mean "no pain, no gain"...what I do mean is progressing your weight &
reps using the Get Lifted muscle group strategy...using the best possible form & getting
better at your form (posture) every time you workout...using the TEMPO (speed you raise
& lower the weight) and your BREATH...and
Focusing the rest of your time on Eating for Energy...optimizing your Circadian
Rhythms...moving around a lot by breaking up chunks of sitting time, taking the stairs,
walking or riding your bike...and ideally, going for a brisk walk daily! :)
Read on for the deets for how to get hot results with a low volume of sets. Let me know if
you have any questions in the forum & I'm excited to Get Lifted with you! :)

Better muscle gains with far less work? Sounds like a fabulous plan to me.
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HOW TO GET
HOT RESULTS
WITH
A LOW VOLUME OF SETS:
10 Keys to Get Lifted
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BREATH & FOCUS

06

PROGRESS REPS/WEIGHT

02

RANGE OF MOTION

07

DON'T SWING

03

LESS STRONG FIRST

08

MOVE WITH ART

04

MAXIMIZE TEMPO

09

PLEASURABLE CARDIO

05

123 BOOTY WARMUP

10

ACTIVE RECOVERY

1. Breath &
Focus
Really focus on Feeling the Muscle you're working! Like
your glutes, your thighs, your hamstrings, your
chest...Focus on visualizing/feeling that muscle
SQUEEZE & RELEASE...
Focus your mind with MUSIC...don't watch TV or read a
book...these workouts can be an excellent form of
Movement Meditation...reducing cortisol (which too
much stress/cortisol can make your body hold onto
body fat, no matter how much you exercise)...so turn
up the Music!
Use your BREATH when you move:
Breath out sharply, so that you can hear yourself -make a CHOO! sound--as you CONTRACT your muscle,
or do the hardest work of the exercise...like pulling the
weight towards you for Cable Rows...or squeezing your
Glutes UP for glute bridges (eccentric).
Then INHALE as you sloooowly lower the weight or
extend the movement (concentric).
And repeat!
Make strength training a *Movement Meditation* by
putting your mind in your muscle, really thinking about
FORM (next)...and using your BREATH on every rep.
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2. Full Range
of Motion
Become a Form Expert: You want to use the
entire range of motion for your arm or leg or
back/booty when you do the move...
I highly recommend reading & re-reading the
FORM DIRECTIONS each time before you
begin a move…
And check out the range of motion for the
move…almost always it involves:
Fully contracting and then FULLY
EXTENDING your leg or arm for each move.*
*This is important to reduce the chance of
injuries & strain.

3. Less Strong
FIRST
When you do a Single Leg or Single Arm
exercise, start with your "less strong" arm or
leg first.
Pick the weight & do the max reps with that
"less strong" arm or leg...and then do the
same number of reps with your more strong
limb next.
Then you'll see this less strong arm and leg
start to catch up! It's awesome, really.

4. Maximize TEMPO

Make sure you’re using your muscles, not momentum…and move sloooowly on the
*lowering* portion of the movement: follow the TEMPO guidelines & silently count the
seconds in your mind as you move.
Tempo is the recommendation for how long each phase of a repetition (one complete
movement) should last in seconds. There are four parts to every repetition. Here are
what the numbers mean, and which part of the repetition they correspond to:

Here’s what the TEMPO numbers mean:
First number: Eccentric portion (when you SLOWLY extend your muscle)
Second number: Pause in the stretched position between eccentric and concentric
portions
Third number: Concentric portion (when you contract your muscle)
Fourth number: Pause between repetition
For example, in order to perform a Step Up on a 2010, you would take 2 seconds to lower
your weight to the ground from the step, then pause for 0 seconds, then step up for 1
second with your arms extended, and pause for 0 seconds at the top.

Each number represents 1 second...count these seconds in
your mind as you move (like "1 Mississippi, 2 Mississippi")...
And EXHALE with a loud "Chhhh!" on the Concentric--or lifting/contracting--part
of the move

5. Do the
123
Booty
WarmUp
Warming up & "activating" your glutes...plus your
upper body...and getting all of your muscles WARM
before you lift, is very important to getting perky booty
results...
And feeling good when you move &
reducing/preventing injury and soreness...So don't skip
your WarmUp, love!
Start with 5 minutes of brisk walking or cycling...walk
or bike to the gym, or use a treadmill or stationary bike
to move gently but briskly for 3 - 5 minutes, as the very
first step.
Activate your GLUTES & your MID-BACK:
Your glutes shut down from too much sitting AND we
want to be developing an even stronger mind-booty
muscle connection, each time you workout.
So for go the Booty WarmUp moves...and activate your
glute muscles with 3 types of moves: a duo-glutesqueeze move, like glute bridges...then a single glute
move (like donkey kicks)...and lastly, your side/inner
glute muscles too (like fire hydrants).
Then activate your mid-back (which also turns off from
too much sitting & working on a computer)...with the
Mid-Back resistance band warmup move.
Now your glutes & mid-back are ready to SQUEEEEZE
& RELEASE during your workout. Woot!
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6. Progress
your Reps &
Weight
You want to be getting stronger over time…
How to increase you weight & reps :
For lower reps: 8 reps, stick with that weight
until you get to 10 - 12…then increase the
weight & go back to 8 reps
For higher reps: 12 reps, stick with that
weight until you get to 15 - 18 reps, then
increase the weight & drop it back down to 12
reps
*However:
If you’re new to lifting weights OR new to a
particular strength training move—then
across the board, you want to go for a lower
weight & do 12 reps…until you are able to
really perfect the FORM or posture with the
move…then, and only then, do you want to
start using these higher/lower rep & weight
strategies (see asterisk…do 12+ reps with a
lower weight until you feel confident with the
FORM for the movement…so KEY to
success!!)
And then be sure to record the amount of
weight & reps you did—and then try to get
better with this the next week!

Rest between sets:
Use the timer (see the little blue stopwatch
in the workout plans in the APP)...to time
your Rest between sets

12

5

Should I go to
"Failure"?

SHORT ANSWER = NO.
GO "JUST BEFORE FAILURE"...STOP 1 REP SHORT OF
HAVING TO CHANGE YOUR FORM/POSTURE TO
ACCOMPLISH THE MOVE

HOW TO ROCK 2 SETS FOR HOT RESULTS:
There are a few different approaches you
can take to doing your two sets.
Option 1: Using a heavier wight on your
first set & doing a lighter weight on your
second set...and
Option 2: Using a lighter weight to
activate your mind-muscle

T

Tip: "Just before Failure"...that
means stopping 1 rep short of having to
change your form --or posture--to
accomplish the move.

neural pathways & then a heavier second
set...both work well.
Personally, I don't like getting different
weights from the rack & prefer Option 3
below:
Option 3: Do two very hard sets to "just
before failure." See side bar for how to

Also, if you start feeling the movement in
another part of your body (like your low
back--that is also the cue to stop the set
(or use a lower weight or different
exercise possibly too)
So go just 1 Rep short of having to change
your posture.

rock this! -->>
All 3 options for your sets work well--and
after you perfect the FORM for the move
(using a lighter weight & a standard 12
reps to learn the move)...you can
experiment to see which set strategy (see
3 options above) you like the most.
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7. Don't
Swing
Being a Form Expert PERKS review: Using
the TEMPO of the move is so, so important
for getting HOT results with a LOW VOLUME
of sets...and for reducing soreness too. Plus
it's just really pleasurable to put your mind in
your muscle, use your BREATH, and count
the seconds in your mind as you move...
That makes Lifting Weights a true "movement
meditation"...and a way to give yourself the
gift of BodyTime, woot.
Going back to TEMPO (the speed you raise &
lower the weight) for a moment--the other
key here is that you don't want to swing, or
bounce the weights at all--don't use
momentum at all--really move with full
control and compete the move using a full
range of motion--and be sure not to swing or
bounce between reps. That's really cheating
yourself & it can result in injury too.

the exception to this
rule :)

You want to FLOW between repetitions (no
jerking or popping movements) while at the
same time, control the movement in every
direction. Don't use momentum. Put your
your mind in your muscle & your breath.
T

Feeling Pain??

Don't ever push through pain. Pain is your
body telling you something is not right.
If you feel pain, that's actually your body
telling you to STOP. You may need to
check your form OR ask for an
exercise substitution in the forum...and
most likely take a REST and see a body
worker/chiropractor/doctor to get
everything checked out.

8. Move with
ART
Take care when you initially get the free
weights from the rack...and when you walk
them back over and re-rack them. Racking &
re-racking weights is also part of your
workout. Just need 1 dumbbell? Walk it to
your bench with your Left hand...then at the
end of the move, walk it to the rack in your
Right hand. Even it out & make your
movements artistic and intentional.
Give other strength trainers A LOT of space.
But don't be shy about taking up your own
space either...or asking people to trade sets
on busy equipment too.
Also, take care for upper body moves...bring
the weights up to your knees at first--then
raise them to shoulder or chest height to
begin the move.
Picking a weight up off the floor? Make it a
deadlift! Hinge at your hips & bend your
knees...to safely pick up a weight or curl bar
before you begin your move.
Make how you handle the weights before you
begin & end your strength training moves-artistic! Move with care for your back & even
treatment of both sides of your body.

9. Pleasurable
CARDIO (optional)
Dance, bike ride, swim, hike...30 min.
You can also use my Dance Videos inside the membership site ("How to Shake Your
Booty in 30 Days" & "Intro to Samba")

Doing 1 day of Cardio each week is fun & it feels great!
Too much Cardio is unnecessary--the best way to burn fat is by focusing on your food
choices & optimizing your circadian rhythms! :)
And, if you do an intense cardio session--like playing sports or taking a long dance class-then you may need an additional day of rest afterwards.
Optionally do 1 day of Cardio each week that you enjoy--and focus more on getting IN a
daily Brisk Walk and energizing food choices!

the *Best Way* to Burn Fat??
The best way to burn fat is by focusing on your food choices
& optimizing your circadian rhythms! :)
Losing weight is stressful on your body (raises cortisol)…you only want to lose 1 - 2
pounds/week. See my Eating for Energy guide to feel good & burn fat with your food
choices.
To burn fat, instead of adding in more cardio on top of your Strength Training...focus
on more on *Daily Brisk Walking* & Moving Around As Much As Possible!!
(also Strength Training IS a form of Interval Training...so you really
don't need more of it! Instead of adding in tons of Cardio...focus on
*Active Recovery* (daily Brisk Walking) & Eating for Energy instead)

10. Rest Days &
Active Recovery
Rest is an essential part of fitness...it's when your muscles grow! Waking up in the morning
and feeling new muscle in my body (ahem, booty) is really fun, I have to say. Plus, resting
one day in-between workouts allows you to have good energy for your workouts.
You want to include a day of rest in between each Strength Training workout...that's why
the workout days are labeled Day 1 (A), Day 3 (B) & Day 5 (C).
Active Recovery is key: "Resting" though doesn't mean NOT MOVING at all...you want to
instead go for a Brisk Walk that day...practice the Somatic Posture videos...
Take Movement Breaks to break up chunks of *sitting time*...take the stairs, park farther
away or walk there instead, move around as much as possible, be a "booty shaker"...
Take a break from strength training, but keep gently moving your body & caring for yourself.
Maybe sleep a little more: You may find that you need to go to bed 30 minutes earlier when
you first start working out...don't resist your body's desire for more sleep...and you'll be
rewarded with feeling really ENERGIZED (and not drained) by these workouts...
And, working out helps you sleep more deeply...now you gotta love that!

Daily Brisk Walking
(burn fat!)
Ok—so the other part of the Get Lifted Program is...daily Brisk Walking!
Daily Walking--at a brisk pace--has been found through a 13 year long study of 15,000
people (!!) by researchers at the London School of Economics and Political
Science...that Brisk Walking DAILY was the best form of movement to burn fat and keep it
off. Better than dancing or swimming...better than lifting weights by itself...better than HIIT
workouts or running. Yes--brisk walking is the ultimate fat-burning form of movement.
The keys are though:
--to get into a daily FLOW with it
--add it in WITH your strength training workouts
--walk at a brisk pace...with your arms able to swing freely at your sides...activate your
GLUTES before you do it for the best power & booty bumpin' pleasure...
and have good shoes
--and do it for at least 22+ minutes a day to burn fat & keep it off!
See Part 3 of the Quick Start Guide in the membership site to learn more about WHY Brisk
Walking ROCKS for burning fat & how to add it in with your strength training workouts.

Eating for Energy
(burn fat!)
And then the other big key to being able to get into a consistent & pleasurable FLOW with
movement you enjoy—and be able to burn fat too—does come down to focusing on:
Eating for Energy.
In my Get Lifted program, I break down why it’s so important to:
—Optimize both your Macro & Micronutrients on the daily in order to feel GOOD & be able
to burn fat.
—Choose certain whole foods over others, simply because they allow you to absorb more
Micronutrients—and optimal Micronutrients are so important!
—And, enjoy a High Protein Breakfast to feel full & energized and get a great start to your
day...and help optimize your circadian rhythms!
Having good circadian rhythms is an important key to being able to burn fat—and feel
energized throughout the day—too.

Get into a consistent
FLOW
Low volume + steady consistency = Results
Your goal is to go...and go again, with lifting weights!
When it comes to getting results, your other goals include:
-- eating for energy and non inflammatory food as much as possible
--going for a daily Brisk Walk & optimizing your circadian rhythms...
be a booty shaker!

Don’t skip any of the strength training workouts. Do all workouts (A, B & C)
before moving onto the next week.
And remember—the goal is to get into a FLOW with doing the workouts…being able to
consistently do all 3 workouts each week! And I do highly recommend focusing on
Eating for Energy and going for daily Brisk Walk, too.
Plus, one of the benefits of doing a low number of sets is that you CAN get into a consistent
FLOW with your workouts—just be sure to make all of your movement COUNT & really put
your mind in your muscle (and your breath)…enjoy music & counting the TEMPO in your
mind…and make it a “movement meditation.”
I hope you have fun Getting Lifted! :)
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